
  
Rhythms to build a culture of learning: 

Classroom Liturgy  
Establishing a classroom liturgy for our language class 
reasserts for the class who we are as image bearers, how 
we comport ourselves as learners to love God and our 
neighbor, and why we study X language. 

Class Structure
A class structure can balance active learning with 
reflection. 

OWL circles (Darcy Rogers) This class structure promotes 
an immersive circle format for providing comprehensive
input in the Target Language and significant 
accountability. Running OWL circles successfully requires 
lots of practice and perseverance; I recommend training 
with  OWL Bootcamps to fully benefit. Caveat emptor- 
They are not a Christian organization.

Class Celebrations
Make much of holidays and birthdays (sing, dance and 
eat crêpes). Build classroom traditions that require use of 
the Target Language.

Practices for Presentations
Divide a presentation into two grades (formative/
summative) record formative session with feedback. 
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Assessment variations - 
As you are building students’ proficiency within four skills, you  
may not wish to assess all four skills for each test session. 

Determine acceptable student input on some assignment or 
test formats 
If you see your students demonstrating intrinsic motivation in 
mastery of the language, look at ways to provide ownership of
an assignment or test.  My French students have an interpersonal 
speaking test in the form of an interrogation.  Students write the 
crime and then create alibis.  In the test, they must sequence events 
using the appropriate past tenses, explain why they are not guilty, 
and keep up with the alibis their classmates have created. They know I 
will ask questions they have not rehearsed/practiced for, and that I am 
grading for both performance and proficiency. 

N.O.T.E. feedback from students - incremental in TL
Our post presentation practice for student feedback in the 
target language requires students to encourage one another - 
according to their proficiency target. Novice Mid - one word or 
a simple sentence; Intermediate Low - Advanced students 
respond with NOTE.
N J’ai noté que tu  (I noticed that you….)
O  J’ai observé que tu  (I observed that you….)
T Je te remercie pour … (I thank you for …)
E Je t’encourage de … (I encourage you to ….)
 

Curate your sources
Refresh your understanding of Classical Education, frequently
examining the old and some new voices.  Acquaint yourself 
with the professional organizations - and test everything they 
say.
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